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568 Pro[.  C. V. Raman on the Seatterb~y qf 

for h = 0  and h = 8 ,  using the equation 

ds see ~ D 
-- = (D - tan -~ D)--- 

tan D - -  2 ~, 

The error is always positive and limits the usa of the 
tbrmula (49) to sm,ll  dips. 

Values of ~b0 and D are interchangeable by means of 
Table V. 

8. Efl'eet of a Chanye of Density. 

Suppose the values of the observed density given in Table I. 
are increased by 2 pe r cent. Then since the same increase 
occurs in n0, p,  q, lc, ~/a, ~/[~, r  the values of f~b and A'~95 
are increased by 2 per cent. Actual calculation shows that  
the percentage changes in 7i and li are small, except for 
!leights less than 2 k in ,  when they may amount to an 
increase o[ + i per cent. This is so for qbo=88 ~ while 
for ~b0=90 ~ the changes do not exceed "5 per cent. Hence 
the values of ml will not differ from the v'dues in Table IV.  
bv~ more than 2 per cent. The formulw of w 6 show that the 
changes in ei are inappreciable. The values of Q given 
by (48) will increase in very much tim same ,xay as the 
values of m, i. e. by not more than 2 per cent. This increase 
will therefore be about + 1 0  in the value of Q. But the 
values of dQ obtained with the aid of (51), and used in 
the calculation of Table VII . ,  vary from --88 to +100 .  
Hence the refraction errors in Table VI I .  overshadow changes 
which are due to an increase of 2 per cent. in the density. 
Note that for h~< 4 kin. the density increase makes the err, r 
in Chauvenet 's formula less. 

LVI .  T]~e Seatteri,,g of Liyht i~, the Refractive Media of the 
Eye. By  C. V. ltA~AZ;, M.A., Palit ~Professor of Physics 
i~ the Calcutta Urdversity% 

1. Introduction. 

I N his treatise on f'hysiologieal 0pt ics t ,  Hehnholtz has 
discussed the explanation of the interesting phenomena 

observed when a very small aml intensely luminous source of 
l ight  is viewed directly by the eye against a dark background. 

~, Communicated by the Author. 
j" Page 189~ 1896 (German) Edition. 
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Light in tile Refractive Media of the E!/e. 569 

An enormous number of luminous streamers appear to emerge 
from the source, and stretch out from it in more or less 
exactly radial directions. Helmholtz was of opinion that 
these streamers were due to the diffraction of light at tile 
i rregular  margin of tile pupil of the eye; and rids view is 
supported in his treatise by a description of the phenomena 
observed when the source of light is seen through a small 
hole in a metal plate placed in front of the eye so as 
partially or wholly to screen the margin of the pupil. Some 
doubt as to the adequacy of the explanation advanced by 
Hehuholtz having been felt by me, a careful study of the 
effects was undertaken, ~}w results of which are described in 
the present paper. The phenomena being of a subjective 
character, the assistance of a number of independent ob- 
servers with normal vision was obtained in order to confirm 
my personal observ'ltions. This appeared all ihe more 
necessary, as the conclusions arrived at as to the origin of 
the phenomena differ from those of Hehnholtz.  

2. JPescription of the Phenomena. 
Tile character of the lmninous phenomena seen is widely 

different, in the two cases in which ~he source emits white 
aml monocl~romatlc light respectively. For  observii,'g the 
phenomena with white light, the most suitable :trrangement 
is to condense the light ot an electric -~rc upon a pin-hole in a 
large dark screen, and to view the issuing light with the eye 
placed at a distance of about three or four yards from t h e  
screen. The luminous pin-hole app~'ars surrounded in the 
first instance by a circular patch full of luminous streaks 
starting out more or less radially from it, and occasionally 
crossing each other. These streamers are generally white, 
but  appear here and there tipped with streaks of colom'. Tile 
circular patch is sm'rounded by a relatively d~rk ring, 
outside which again the streamers reappear passing radially 
through a luminous eoloured halo* surrounding the dark 
ring. The halo is, in fact, made up of short sections of the 
streamers which, here, :~re strongly colom'ed. Outside the 
halo, the streamers emerge again, but are much fMnter, and 
they form a broad and somewhat ill-defined ring of lmni- 
nosity extending to a considerable angular width from the 
source. 'file inner margin of this luminous ring is greenish- 
blue, and the outermost visible perii,hery is of' an orange-red 
eoIour, but some fainter fluctuations of lmninosity and colour 
may be observed within it. 

For  observations with monochromatic light, aWestinghouse 
* Of angular radius a little less than 2 degrees of arc. 
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570 Prof.  C. V. Raman on t]~e Scatteri~g of 

3000 c.p. silica mercury-vapoar lamp with glass dome fur- 
nishes a suitable source. The lamp is suspended immediately 
behind a small aperture in a dark screen and is viewed from 
a dist;ance of two or three yards. A green-ray filter may 
be put in front of tlle aperture, but is not essential. An 
alternative arr:mgmnent for obtaining a small and powerful 
source of holnogeneous light is to load the carbon rods of an 
electric arc with plenty of common salt., and to condense the 
light from the luminous yellow mantle o[ tim arc upon the 
pin-hole in the screen. With  either arrangement,  the 
~tppearanee ot~ radial streamers issuing from the source as 
seen in white light is not obtained. We see, instead, a 
circular area round the source filled with granular patches 
of iight, and outside this, a relatively dark ring, followed by 
a well-deflned circular halo, and some faint outer rings of 
luminosity. 

A remarkable feature which is worthy of mention is the 
peculiar circulatory or irregular movement which is best 
seen in the radial streamers surrounding a white source of 
light, and less clearly in the granular patches surrounding a 
monochromatic source of light. These movements disappear 
gradually when the eye is held with a fixed gaze towards the 
source, but start again immediately whenever any movement 
,of the eyeball or of the eyelids occurs. 

3. Discussion oJ Obserrations. 
The effects described above obviously present a striking 

resemblance to the phenomena observedwhen light is diffracted 
by a large number of i r regular ly placed apertures or particles 
of  uniform size, e. y. 1.ycopodium dust strewn on a glass plate. 
Recently, De Haas * has published an elaborate study o[ such 
diffraction phenomena, and has shown that the t!ormation of 
the radial streamers in the coronas surrounding a source of 
white light, and their replacement by a granular field in 
monoc]:.romatie light, may be explained by considering the 
interference of light diffracted by individual particles which 
.are assumed to be irJ'egularly distributed over the aperture.  
The resemblance is not merely qualitative, as some careful 
visual e,t imates made by me seem to show that the relative 
intensity of the streamers in the area immediately sur- 
rounding the source :;nd in the first circular halo is about 
the same as that observed when a source is viewed through a 
glass plate dusted with ]ycopodium. There thus seems little 

Proc. Roy. Soc. Amsterd,'~m, 1918, p. 1278. it  may be remarked 
,here that the phenomenon discussed in the present paper is different 
fl'om the coloured haloes seen in certain pathological states of the eye 
and described by Tyndall in his lectures on Light, and by other writers. 
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Light in the Refractive Media of the Eye. 571 

doubt that  the phenomena described above have to be 
referred to the diffraction of l ight  by a large nmnber  of 
particles of more or less uniform size included in the 
structure of the re f rac t ive  media of the eye. The peculiar 
movements mentioned above would then natural ly be as- 
cribed to the movements  of these particles. These may be 
imitated by observing a source ok light through a plate of 
glass on which a little dilute milk has been flowed. The 
movements  o[' the diffracted streamers ok l ight can then be 
easily seen. 

Observations show that  the angular  diameters ok the 
circular patch containing the streamers and of the circular 
haloes surrounding it are entirely independent of the aperture 
of the pupil of lhe eye. This is readily proved by al tering 
the intensity ok the source ok light under observation, with 
the result that  the aperture  ok the pupil automatically 
adjusts itself. An ordinary candle-flame at three metres 
distance, and the light of au electric arc at the same distance 
or even nearer the eye, give identical measurements for the 
angular  widths, though the aperture of the pupil must have 
been great ly  different in the two cases. This is exactly what 
we might  expect if the effects are due to particles contained 
in the structure ok the eye, but it is very  diifieult to reconcile 
with the view of t tehnholtz  that  the phenomena are due to 
diffraction at the margin of' the pupil. The observed effects 
cannot be explained if we merely postulate any arbi t rary  
irregularit ies in the circular shape of the margin  of the pupil. 
I t  would be necessary also to assume a regular corrugation 
or periodicity in the margin  ok the pupil*,  and even such an 
assumption, apart  f rom its beinz purely hypothetical,  fails 
to explain the observed effects. For,  with any change in the 
aperture  of the pupil, the distance between successive 
corrugations should also alter and influence the observed 
phenomena. This is inconsistent with the observed inde- 
pendence ok the aperture  and the observed effects. W e  are 
thus led to reject  the view that  the diffraction at the margin 
of the pupil determines the phenomena seen. 

I t  is useful in this connexion to note that  the intensity of 

* A useful analogue is furnished by the milling on the circular edge 
o~ a coin. In a paper on diffraction which is in course of publication, 
S. K. Mitra has shown that a circular disk with corrugated edges pro- 
duces a coloured halo surrounding the usu'tl Fresnel-Arago central 
bright spot, and the angular radius of this halo is equal to nX/2~ra, where 
a is the radius of the disk and n is the number of corrugations. A 
similar phenomenon is shown in convergent light by a circular aperture 
with a corrugated edge, but in a less striking manner. Thenumber of 
corrugations remaining the same, the angular radius of the halo would 
vary inversely as the radius of the aperture. 
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572 Scatte~'i'J~j of Light in _Refractive Media o/tire Eye. 

the light diffracted by the pupil (supposed perfectly circular) 
in a direction making 30' of arc with the source would be 
only * ~#~o.o00 of that seen in the direction of the source. (This 
is calculated from the formula IaEJl(z)/z] 2, the radius of the 
pupil being taken to be 2 ram. and X=5600 A.U.) Actually, 
the streamers surronnding lhe source can be seen in directions 
making an angle ofZ 2()0 ~ and even more with its direction, 
and it seems safe to say that their intensity halt" a degree 
away from the som ce ' i s  a lnuch greater fraction of its 

1 apparent intensity than ~.O,,o,,)(~0" 
A further test of the view that the effects are principally 

due to the structure of the eye and not to diffraction at the 
margin of the pupil, is furnished 5y experiments with very 
thin metal screens eontaining apertures 1.laced in front of 
the pupil of the eye. Using a circular hole with smooth 
edges smaller ~han the pupil and placed in front of it, the 
intensity of the streamers surrotmding the source of light is 
reduced, but does not vanish. When the screen is turned 
about an axis normal to its pl'me, the l~ole being continually 
kept in front of the pupil, the streamers of ligh~ seen in tim 
field remain visible and fixed in position, showing that they 
are due to the structures of the e~'e through which the light 
passes, and not to the margin of iche pupil, or the edges of 
the hole. Another and probably more convincing demon- 
stration is obtained by using a self,are aperture smaller than 
the pupil of the eye and placed in front of it. (This may 
easily be contrived with the aid of four Gillette blades forming 
the four sides of a very small aperture.) In this case, the 
effect due to diffraction, at the boundaries of the aperture is 
very clear and marked, but can be shown (on rot'tting the 
aperture in its own plane) to be entirely distinct and separate 
from the phenomena now under discussion. 

The angular diametersand intensities of the haloes are such 
as to suggest that we are dealing not with o~e but with two 
sets of structures contained in the refractive media of the 
eye, avm'aging in size about 13/,  and 7ff respectively. The 
structures of the latter (smaller)size are indicated by the 
outermost halo, vvhieh appears to be composite in character 
and due to the superposed effect of the two sets of particles. 
These struetures in the living eye are presmnably to be 
]oealised in the cornea and in ~he -eitreous humour, as Msto- 
logical evidence of the existence of eellular struetures in 
these bodies is available. Upon this question, however, the 
author does not ventm'e to express any opinion. 

Calcutta, 
April 2.%d, 1919. 
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